ABSTRACT For the zero-shot image classification without intersection between training and testing sets, the high-quality representation of image attributes and features plays a key role to improve the classification performance. In order to overcome the limitations related to insufficient attribute and feature expression in zero-shot image classification, we propose a broad attribute prediction model with enhanced attribute and feature (EAF-BAP) based on broad learning and elastic net constraint. Firstly, the EAF-BAP enhances pre-defined attributes by elastic net constraint to obtain hybrid attributes, which effectively improves the finiteness of semantic attributes. Secondly, the enhanced features are constructed by broad learning to increase the discrimination ability of features in different classes. Meanwhile, the broad learning is employed to train multiple attribute classifiers synchronously, which is more efficient compared to traditional support vector machines. Finally, the similarity between predicted attributes and hybrid attributes in testing classes is calculated by Manhattan distance, which is further used to implement image classification. Experiments on both AwA and Shoes datasets show that the proposed EAF-BAP model is capable of improving the accuracy of zero-shot image classification efficiently.
I. INTRODUCTION
In many practical applications, for example, in the experiments of interpreting human neuronal activity by computers, the pattern classification usually aims to determine which word (i.e., class) humans are thinking about by means of detecting the neural activity image (i.e., training sample). However, it is almost impossible to collect and label a neural activity image for each word from the massive thesaurus. This kind of problem is the so-called zero-shot classification, which requires to correctly classify new objects that are not visible during the training phase when the labeled training samples cannot cover all object classes [1] , [2] .
Due to the serious lack of class label information, the zeroshot classification seems to be unachievable apparently. However, it is interesting that whether or not humans can accurately define an object, e.g., the ''leopard'', it can always be described as ''spots'' and ''furry''. These descriptive semantic concepts are the ''attributes'' defined by Babbie [3] :
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quantities that describe the characteristics or properties of an object. The attributes are mathematically characterized by explicit numerals, which can be either discrete or continuous. In most cases, different object classes share parts of common attributes. Describing and modeling these attributes could help to transfer previously learned knowledge on certain attributes to new objects or classes, thereby reducing the requirement for training data. Attributes have been widely used in many fields, such as image classification [4] , [5] , image description [6] , [7] , image retrieval [8] , [9] , face identification [10] , [11] , object detection [12] , [13] , and action recognition [14] , [15] . The successful applications in the above fields well demonstrate the semantic bridge role of attributes. As the attribute describes the prior information of the studied pattern (such as shape, color, function, etc.), it is one of the most important tools to make up for the lack of information of the object class and provides a feasible solution to the zero-shot classification.
Attribute-based zero-shot classification is essentially achieved by taking pre-defined attributes as prior knowledge, and then transfers the shared attribute information between known patterns and new patterns through transfer learning methods. There are two models mostly utilized to realize knowledge transfer: indirect attribute prediction (IAP) [16] and direct attribute prediction (DAP) [16] . The attribute in the IAP model is a level that connects class labels between the known pattern and new pattern, while that in the DAP model is an intermediate level between underlying image features and class labels. The principal difference between these two models is that DAP learns a set of attribute classifiers, but IAP obtains multiple class classifiers. Nevertheless, the knowledge transfer between known pattern classes and new pattern classes is implemented through attribute prediction [17] , [18] . Recently, some advanced zero-shot learning methods are proposed which learn a mapping between the feature space and the semantic space. In this kind of methods, the attribute space is most widely utilized as the semantic space. Changpinyo et al. [19] viewed classes as weighted graphs in both feature and semantic spaces, and aligned them by manifold learning. Kodirov et al. [20] put forward a semantic autoencoder (SAE) model, which projected the visual feature into the semantic space by an encoder and reconstructed the original visual feature by taking a decoder as an additional constraint. Verma and Rai [21] provided a generative framework for zero-shot learning (GFZSL), which modeled the class-conditional distribution of each class attribute by the exponential family distribution, and learned the regression model to predict parameters. From the above literatures, it can be easily known that the quality of both attribute and feature description plays crucial roles in the accuracy of attribute-based zero-shot image classification. The limitation of the above methods is that they lack a proper enhancement of attributes or/and features.
On the one hand, attributes are mostly obtained by manual labeling, which is usually accompanied by a heavy workload and high cost. In addition, the attribute is actually an incomplete description for image information, and therefore it generally results in a relatively low image recognition rate [22] . The enhanced representation of attributes is proposed accordingly to solve the problem of attribute deficiency, which effectively improves the ability of image description. To be specific, Sharmanska et al. [23] proposed the enhanced attributes (defined as ''augmented attributes'' in the original literature) by minimizing the reconstruction error of the ridge regression constraint, which provided additional high-level representation for images of different classes. The enhanced attributes and pre-defined attributes together constituted the hybrid attributes, which were used to completely represent the original image. The hybrid attributes were also adopted to supplement information of classes labeled previously with less difference among semantic attributes. The acquisition of enhanced attributes in Sharmanska's method does not require additional human involvement, but the obtained enhanced attributes are dense signals. Wang and Ji [24] constructed the sparse enhanced attributes by using sparse coding method to minimize the reconstruction error between the original image and hybrid attributes. However, none of the above models considers the combination of the complete representation of image features and sparsity of hybrid attributes, which could effectively pick out important attributes and remove redundant attributes.
On the other hand, the pre-defined features, mainly including PHOG, SIFT, SURF, GIST and color features [25] , generally provide the low-level representation for images. The pre-defined features are intuitively extracted from images, resulting in the limitation of insufficient expression on samples. By adopting deep learning method, Wang et al. [26] obtained the convolution kernel by using stacked sparse autoencoder, and then extracted a new kind of deep features from original images using unsupervised convolutional neural networks (CNN). Further, Wang et al. [27] trained deep CNN through supervised learning, and then realized the deep feature representation by stacking multiple convolutional layers and pooling layers. Qian et al. [28] utilized a 13-layer CNN (the last layer is the RoI pooling layer), similar to the 16-layer VGG, to learn another kind of discriminant deep feature representation. Besides, the deep features can also be extracted through those full-fledged deep network structures such as GoogLeNet [29] and AlexNet [30] , [31] , which may have better expression ability. Although deep features demonstrate better effects on image classification, it is time-consuming when training the network structure. This defection becomes extremely obvious when all network parameters are retrained in the case that the number of features is adjusted.
In this work, we tackle the above two challenges motivated by ideas from the elastic net and broad learning system (BLS). In one aspect, we will use the elastic net constraint to enhance the labeled attributes and reduce the redundancy of hybrid attributes. The elastic net [32] , a combination of lasso regression and ridge regression, can effectively pick out important sparse features and remove less influential features, thereby reducing the redundancy between hybrid attributes. More precisely, we utilize the elastic net constraint to reconstruct low-level features of images, thereupon then to obtain another low-dimensional and compact representation of images (i.e., enhanced attributes), and therefore to extend the original semantic attributes. The difference of hybrid attributes between classes is more reasonably enlarged in our method by the elastic net constraint, thus the risk of misclassification of zero-shot classification is effectively reduced, and accordingly the accuracy of image classification is improved.
In the other aspect, we obtain enhanced features efficiently by employing broad learning. The BLS, proposed recently by Chen and Liu [33] , is able to expand features rapidly in a wide sense with mapped features and enhanced nodes. The BLS exhibits straightforward structure and high computational efficiency, and thus has been widely used in many fields such as time series analysis and prediction [34] , fault diagnostic for three-phase induction motor [35] , and medical care [36] .
On this basis, this paper is also devoted to reconstructing a flat structure of broad learning by taking the pre-defined or deep features as feature nodes, which therefore achieves the expansion of image features by defining enhanced nodes obtained from mapping as the enhanced features. Feature enhancement through broad learning can effectively increase the expression ability of features, which could achieve better image classification.
To summarize, we propose a broad attribute prediction model with enhanced attribute and feature (EAF-BAP), which sufficiently represents the image at both the attribute and feature levels. This model achieves better connections between image features and class labels by utilizing hybrid attributes with compact and complete representation, then implements synchronization attribute prediction, and eventually attains the goal of zero-shot image classification. Specifically, the main contributions of the proposed EAF-BAP are outlined as follows.
1) The EAF-BAP learns sparse and binarized enhanced attributes by utilizing the elastic net constraint. The enhanced attributes, together with manually labeled semantic attributes, constitute a new kind of hybrid attributes.
2) The EAF-BAP obtains enhanced features through enhanced nodes of broad learning, which appropriately expands existing image features.
3) The EAF-BAP gains predicted results of all the attributes simultaneously by adopting the pseudo-inverse matrix of ridge regression in broad learning.
4) The EAF-BAP calculates the similarity between predicted attributes and attributes of each testing class by Manhattan distance, which further achieves zero-shot image classification.
II. ZERO-SHOT IMAGE CLASSIFICATION BASED ON PROPOSED EAF-BAP A. FRAMEWORK OF EAF-BAP
The EAF-BAP model aims to strengthen the expression ability at each level of images by enhancing attributes and features simultaneously. The model is capable of making up for the deficiencies related to limited attributes and low-discriminative features, thereby improving the accuracy of zero-shot image classification. Fig. 1 demonstrates the framework of zero-shot image classification based on EAF-BAP model, which mainly consists of three stages: the attribute enhancement stage, the feature enhancement and attribute prediction stage, and the zero-shot image classification stage. In stage I, the elastic net constraint is used to learn the dictionary representation of class features, in which the binary sparse coefficients are considered as enhanced attributes. The enhanced attributes and original semantic attributes are merged together to constitute the hybrid attributes, which are described by the class-hybrid attribute relationship matrix. The features of all samples are enhanced by broad learning in stage II, and all attributes are predicted synchronously by the pseudo-inverse matrix of ridge regression. In stage III, the similarity between the predicted hybrid attributes and the class-hybrid attribute relationship matrix is calculated by Manhattan distance. The image is finally classified after obtaining the predicted class label of the sample by the minimum similarity.
B. HYBRID ATTRIBUTE
The zero-shot image classification problem is generally modeled as a three-level structure including an image feature level, an attribute level, and a class label level. The feature level is represented by existing features, while the relationship between the attribute level and the class level is manually labeled. The original manual labeled semantic attributes generally appear with the problem of insufficient expression. Therefore, the enhanced attributes are learned from the existing image features automatically, which is significantly time-efficient compared to relabel the extra attributes manually. The enhanced attributes, together with the existing semantic attributes, constitute hybrid attributes that are more capable of reflecting the relationship between classes and attributes. 
(1) and the testing set
where Y ∩Z = ∅. The term s is the number of training classes, t is the number of testing classes, and s + t = r, where r is the total number of classes.
The hybrid attributes
are the combination of semantic attributes
and enhanced attributes
where l is the number of hybrid attributes, u is the number of original semantic attributes in the dataset, v is the number of enhanced attributes, and
The hybrid attributes of training and testing sets can be represented as
and
respectively.
C. ATTRIBUTE ENHANCEMENT BASED ON ELASTIC NET CONSTRAINT
The enhanced attributes are obtained by binarizing the sparse coefficients, which can be obtained by alternatively optimizing under the elastic net constraint. Firstly, all the sample features of each class are clustered to get the class features (8) where p denotes the dimension of features.
Secondly, assume that the dictionary representation of the elastic net constraint is expressed as
and the corresponding sparse coefficients are expressed as
The class features can be reconstructed by the dictionary representation and sparse coefficients
Therefore, the objective function based on elastic net constraint can be expressed as
where ω j,i is the jth sparse coefficient of the ith class feature, ω j,i 1 and ω j,i 2 are lasso regression constraint and ridge regression constraint of sparse coefficient ω j,i , respectively. λ 1 and λ 2 are non-negative regularization constraint coefficients, which satisfy 0 ≤ λ 1 ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ λ 2 ≤ 1. When λ 1 = 0, the elastic net degenerates to the ridge regression, which ensures that features X i of each class are only represented by more prominent features. Meanwhile, the elastic net degenerates to the lasso regression when λ 2 = 0, which guarantees the good sparsity of sparse coefficient ω j,i . When λ 1 and λ 2 are both non-zero, the elastic net is a linear combination of the two constraints, which could select important features by using ridge regression and remove features with less impact by adopting lasso regression.
Thirdly, in order to obtain the dictionary representation and sparse coefficients of the training set, Equation (12) is converted to convex optimization problems which can be solved by using alternating optimization with respect to one matrix at the time while fixing another, specifically as follows: 1) For fixed sparse coefficient ω Y j,i , the objective function becomes
where ω Y i denotes the whole sparse coefficients of the ith class feature in the training set. The solution yields to a dictionary representation when minimizing (13) .
2) For fixed dictionary representation , the objective function becomes
Accordingly, this solution yields to a set of sparse coefficients
T when minimizing (14) .
Iterate above two steps until convergence, and finally we obtain the optimal dictionary representation * and sparse coefficients Y * of training classes. Fourthly, the sparse coefficients
T of testing sets can also be obtained by the elastic net constraint. Since the optimal dictionary representation * and the class features of testing sets have been known, by analogy, the objective function (12) turns into
The solution yields to the optimal sparse coefficients Z * when minimizing (15) .
Finally, the optimal sparse coefficients of training and testing sets are binarized into enhanced attributes, respectively. The threshold ε in binarization here is determined by referring to the classical iterative method used in image binarization [37] . Specifically, a loop with respect to ε is iterated until its value becomes stable, in which the mean of sparse coefficients is selected as the initial ε, and then the mean of the two parts of sparse coefficients, separated by the ε, is calculated and input as the initial ε again. By binarizing the sparse coefficients with ε, we can obtain the enhanced attributes
. . , e Y v of the training set and enhanced attributes E Z = e Z 1 , e Z 2 , . . . , e Z v of the testing set, respectively. The enhanced attributes E of the whole dataset, therefore, are obtained by utilizing (5) . Furthermore, by substituting the class-attribute matrix A and the enhanced attributes E into (3), we can construct the hybrid attributes B of the dataset.
In summary, the main steps of the attribute enhancement based on elastic net constraint are summarized in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Attribute Enhancement Based on Elastic Net Constraint
Inputs: the class features X Y and X Z in training and testing sets, non-negative regularization constraint coefficients λ 1 and λ 2 , and the number of enhanced attributes v.
1) Substitute class features X
Y of the training set into (13), and randomly initialize sparse coefficients Y . 2) Obtain the dictionary representation by solving (13) after fixing the sparse coefficients Y .
3) Obtain the sparse coefficients
Y by solving (14) after fixing the dictionary representation . 4) Iterate steps 2) and 3) until convergence, and get the optimal dictionary representation * and sparse coefficients Y * of training classes. 5) Solve (15) with dictionary representation * and class features X Z of testing set, and get sparse coefficients Z * . 6) Select the threshold ε according to the iterative method. 7) Obtain enhanced attributes E Y and E Z by binarizing sparse coefficients Y * and Z * of each class in training and testing sets with ε 8) Obtain enhanced attributes E according to (5). 9) Obtain hybrid attributes B according to (3) . Output: the class-hybrid attribute matrix B.
D. FEATURE ENHANCEMENT AND ATTRIBUTE PREDICTION BASED ON BROAD LEARNING
Although the original features or deep features can describe image samples to a certain extent, the enhancement of sample features by using broad learning can further improve the accuracy of zero-shot image classification. In addition, the attribute prediction, as the output of broad learning, enables to classify all the hybrid attributes synchronously.
Benefiting from the typical flat network structure, the broad learning system maps the original inputs to construct a set of feature nodes, and then further expands them to establish another set of enhanced nodes. The feature nodes and enhancement nodes are combined together and finally projected to the outputs, in which process the weight for obtaining enhanced nodes is generated randomly, and the projection is achieved by the pseudo-inverse matrix of the ridge regression.
Assume that existing image features are denoted as
where o is the number of samples in the dataset. By replacing the mapped features in broad learning with the features x m (m = 1, . . . , o) of each sample, we can directly construct the feature nodes
The enhanced nodes then can be established through mapping, which can be expressed as
where H = h 1 , h 2 , . . . , h q are enhanced features of samples, and q is the number of enhanced nodes (i.e., the dimension of enhanced features). The weights W h and β h are generated randomly. Hence, the attribute prediction based on feature enhancement of broad learning can be expressed as (19) where the weight W q is calculated by
The pseudo-inverse matrix [x |H ] + in the above equation is obtained through
where λ denotes the non-negative constraint coefficient. In summary, the main steps for feature enhancement and the attribute prediction based on broad learning are summarized in Algorithm 2. Fig. 3 illustrates the zero-shot image classification model based on EAF-BAP. Similar to DAP, EAF-BAP consists of the feature level, the attribute level, and the class label level. The feature level is composed of dataset features x and enhanced features H, the attribute level consists of semantic attributes A and enhanced attributes E, while the class label level is the combination of the training set Y and the testing set Z. The relationship between enhanced attributes and the class label level is learned by the elastic net constraint. The above relationship, together with the existing class-attribute relationship of the dataset, forms the class-hybrid attribute relationship. Meanwhile, enhanced features and predicted hybrid attributes are both obtained by broad learning.
When performing zero-shot image classification with hybrid attributes, the predicted class label of a sample is determined by utilizing the minimum distance between predicted attributesB Z and each testing class inside class-hybrid attribute matrix B
where B i denotes the hybrid attribute vector of the ith testing class, D is the distance function, and K (·) returns the predicted class label. The distance function D can choose the Manhattan distance
which is capable of calculating the actual distance between attributes.
F. TIME COMPLEXITY
Since the proposed EAF-BAP consists of three stages, let T 1 , T 2 , and T 3 represent the time complexities for the three stages, respectively. Therefore, the overall time complexity of EAF-BAP is calculated by T 1 + T 2 + T 3 . In Stage I, the time complexity of gaining class features by clustering and obtaining enhanced attributes with elastic net constraint is O(r) and O(r 2 p + rvp + r 2 v) , respectively. Thus,
. Stage II mainly includes the feature enhancement and attribute prediction with broad learning, and correspondingly
where f denotes the number of samples in the testing set. For Stage III, the time complexity of zero-shot classification is T 3 = O(tl) [38] . Eventually, the complexity of EAF-BAP is O(r 2 p + rvp + r 2 v + pqo + plo + qlo + q 2 f + p 2 f + tl), which belongs to the magnitude of cubic order.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT AND ANALYSIS

A. DATASET
In our experiments, Animals with Attributes (AwA) dataset [16] , [17] and Shoes dataset [39] , [40] are used to evaluate the performance of proposed EAF-BAP model. For the AwA dataset, 24295 samples from 40 classes are selected as the training set, while 6180 samples from the remaining 10 classes are used as the testing set. The classes in the testing set include ''persian+cat'', ''hippopotamus'', ''leopard'', ''humpback+whale'', ''seal'', ''chimpanzee'', ''rat'', ''giant+panda'', ''pig'', and ''raccoon''. Each animal class in the dataset is described by a set of 85 binary attributes, and the 1024-dimensional deep features extracted by the GoogLeNet network are adopted to capture each image. For the Shoes dataset, 8688 samples from 6 classes are employed as the training set, while 5790 samples from the remaining 4 classes are chosen as the testing set. The testing classes contain ''athletic_shoes'', ''boots'', ''pumps'', and ''wedding_shoes''. A total of 10 binary attributes are used to distinguish different classes, and each shoe image is described by two different types of features: a 960-dimensional GIST descriptor, and a 30-dimensional Lab color histogram.
B. PARAMETER SETTING
Two regularization parameters, λ 1 and λ 2 , have significant effects on the classification accuracy in EAF-BAP model.
Their optimal values are estimated here by employing the grid search strategy [41] , and the main steps are given as follows. Since the regularization parameters λ 1 and λ 2 are both ranged between [0, 1], the search interval is set to 0.05. The accuracies of zero-shot image classification with different parameters set {λ 1 , λ 2 } are obtained at first on AwA and Shoes datasets, respectively. The optimal regularization parameters, theoretically appear with the highest accuracy, are then determined by searching the obtained accuracies one by one. Fig. 4 demonstrates the effect of regularization parameters on the image classification accuracy (%) in AwA and Shoes datasets. Both the numbers of enhanced attributes and the dimensions of enhanced features can affect the accuracy of image classification, which could further influence the determination of the optimal regularization parameters set. Therefore, for a certain set of regularization parameters, the grid search is also performed under the combination of different quantities of enhanced attributes and enhanced features. Fig. 4(a) only gives the accuracy of zero-shot image classification on the AwA dataset under the optimal quantity combination of enhanced attributes and enhanced features, i.e., the number of enhanced attributes is 30 and the enhanced feature dimension is 203. Regardless of the local fluctuation, the accuracy in Fig. 4(a) shows a global decrease along with increasing λ 1 . However, with the increase of λ 2 , it increases slightly at first and then followed by a decreasing tendency. Above analyses suggest that both the regularization parameters have a relatively large impact on classification accuracy. The highest accuracy of AwA dataset, with the level of 69.79%, appears at the regularization parameters set of {0.05, 0.75}, approximately.
Similarly, Fig. 4(b) gives the classification accuracy on the Shoes dataset under the optimal quantity combination of enhanced attributes and enhanced features, with the values of 5 and 800, respectively. Both variations of λ 1 and λ 2 have obvious influence on classification accuracy when λ 1 ∈ [0.25, 0.65] and λ 2 ∈ [0.15, 0.80]. There is a mutation of classification accuracy at the edges of above intervals, beyond which the accuracy is insensitive to these two regularization parameters. Therefore, the optimal regularization parameters of Shoes dataset are 0.45 and 0.40, respectively, with the highest accuracy of 71.41%.
C. ATTRIBUTE ENHANCEMENT AND FEATURE ENHANCEMENT
The number of sparse coefficients in elastic net constraint is closely related to the number of enhanced attributes, which further determines the accuracy of zero-shot image classification. In addition, the number of enhanced nodes in broad learning restricts the dimension of enhanced features; therefore, it also affects the accuracy of zero-shot image classification. Fig. 5 shows the effects of both the number of enhanced attributes v and enhanced feature dimensions q on the classification accuracy in AwA and Shoes datasets, respectively. Since the number of existing attributes in the two datasets is 85 and 10, the maximum number of enhanced attributes is determined as 85 and 10, and their sampling intervals in Fig. 5 are set to 5 and 1, respectively. At the same time, corresponding to the existing feature dimensions of 1024 and 990 in the two datasets, the maximum enhanced feature dimension is set to 1050 and 1000, respectively, with sampling intervals of both 50.
As shown in Fig. 5 , although appeared with a slight local fluctuation, the classification accuracy increases significantly at first and followed by a decreasing tendency on AwA and Shoes datasets when v is increasing. This is because a slight increase in the number of enhanced attributes can effectively strengthen the spatial representation of attributes and provide more prior knowledge, which thus will heighten the diversity and coverage of attribute space among different classes. However, with further increase in the number of enhanced attributes, the enhanced attributes will partially overlap with the original semantic attribute space and result in the redundant information. This redundancy has a significant interference on classifiers and finally causes the decrease in classification accuracy. Meanwhile, Fig. 5 shows that the classification accuracy globally increases at first and then tends to decrease with the increase in q both on AwA and Shoes datasets. Similarly, this suggests that an appropriate increase in enhanced nodes of broad learning can effectively strengthen the sample features and improve the original insufficient representation of existing sample features in the dataset. Furthermore, the expression ability of dataset features is also reinforced, which provides better discrimination between different classes.
In order to obtain more accurate number of enhanced attributes v and enhanced feature dimensions q corresponding to the optimal classification accuracy, a series of supplementary experiments are performed by decreasing the sampling intervals of v and q to 1 around their potential optimal ranges. The results show an optimal classification accuracy of 69.79% on the AwA dataset when v and q are equal to 30 and 203, respectively, as well as an accuracy of 71.41% on the Shoes dataset when v and q are equal to 5 and 800, respectively. We can also observe from above results that the dimension of enhanced features corresponding to optimal classification accuracy in the AwA dataset is much smaller than that in the Shoes dataset (i.e., 203 and 800, respectively), although feature dimensions pre-defined in the former dataset and the latter one are quite close (i.e., 1024 and 990, respectively). Since the pre-defined features in the AwA dataset are extracted from deep networks, the above observation further demonstrates the advantages of deep networks for feature extraction. As a comparison, the pre-defined features in the Shoes dataset are directly adopted from original features of images, which therefore shows a larger potentiality for the feature enhancement.
D. ZERO-SHOT IMAGE CLASSIFICATION
In order to evaluate the performance of proposed EAF-BAP in zero-shot image classification, we investigate the following nine methods for comparison on AwA and Shoes datasets. In our experiments, the 1024-dimensional deep features extracted by the GoogLeNet network and binary attributes are adopted on the AwA dataset. The 990-dimensional pre-defined features and binary attributes are adopted on the Shoes dataset. We use the same experimental settings for fair comparison. It is noticed that this may lead to the difference in accuracy of the same method between this paper and other literatures. It is reasonable since different experimental settings result in different performance. 1) DAP [16] : Use multiple linear support vector machines to train multiple attribute classifiers, and then conduct zero-shot image classification by existing class-attribute relationship in the datasets.
2) AAwAE [23] : Adopt the autoencoder to obtain enhanced attributes, and then use DAP for attribute prediction and zero-shot image classification.
3) AAwSC [24] : Adopt sparse coding to obtain enhanced attributes, and then use DAP for attribute prediction and zero-shot image classification. 4) SAE [20] : Adopt semantic encoder-decoder to obtain predicted attributes, and then achieve zero-shot image classification by existing class-attribute relationship in the datasets. 5) BAP: Use broad learning to perform multiple attribute predictors synchronously, and then achieve zero-shot image classification by existing class-attribute relationship in the datasets.
6) RA-BAP: Use ridge regression constraint to construct enhanced attributes, then use broad learning to perform multiple attribute predictors synchronously, and finally conduct zero-shot image classification by class-hybird attribute relationship.
7) LA-BAP: Use lasso regression constraint to construct enhanced attributes, then use broad learning to perform multiple attribute predictors synchronously, and finally achieve zero-shot image classification by class-hybird attribute relationship.
8) EA-BAP: Use elastic net constraint to construct enhanced attributes, then use broad learning to perform multiple attribute predictors synchronously, and finally conduct zero-shot image classification by class-hybird attribute relationship.
9) EF-BAP: Use broad learning to construct enhanced features and to perform multiple attribute predictors synchronously, then achieve zero-shot image classification by existing class-attribute relationship in the datasets.
It is worth noting that the proposed EAF-BAP degenerates to EF-BAP when the number of enhanced attributes v = 0, degenerates to EA-BAP when the enhanced feature dimension q = 0, and further degenerates to BAP with v = q = 0. The RA-BAP, LA-BAP, and EA-BAP degenerate to BAP with v = 0. The EA-BAP degenerates to RA-BAP when the regularization parameter λ 1 = 0, and it degenerates to LA-BAP with regularization parameter λ 2 = 0. The EF-BAP degenerates to BAP with q = 0. Table 1 shows the average accuracy (ACC) and the runtime (T) of the ten models for zero-shot image classification on AwA and Shoes datasets. It can be observed from Table 1 that: 1) For the two datasets, the accuracies of AAwAE and AAwSC are both higher than that of DAP, and the accuracies of RA-BAP, LA-BAP, and EA-BAP are all higher than that of BAP. These observations suggest that enhanced attributes obtained by different methods all have a positive effect on increasing the discrimination between classes, and thus significantly improve the accuracy of zero-shot image classification. At the same time, the accuracy of EA-BAP is higher than that of RA-BAP and LA-BAP, which indicates that the elastic net constraint enables to construct the high-quality enhanced attributes. For the AwA dataset, RA-BAP demonstrates a higher accuracy compared to LA-BAP; however, an opposite phenomenon is drawn from the Shoes dataset. Therefore, this enlightens us that the proper constraint should be chosen to construct the high-quality enhanced attributes in terms of different zero-shot image classification problems.
2) The accuracy of EF-BAP is higher than that of BAP on both datasets. It indicates that enhanced features obtained by broad learning enable to strengthen the expression ability of sample features in different classes, and therefore improve the accuracy of zero-shot image classification. The enhanced features have a more prominent effect on the Shoes dataset than on the AwA dataset, this is because the original features pre-defined in the former dataset are less expressive than deep features utilized in the latter dataset.
3) The accuracies of RA-BAP, LA-BAP, and EA-BAP on the two datasets are all higher than that of EF-BAP. Since the pre-defined feature dimensions on the two datasets are both much larger than the number of attributes, the existing features are capable of giving a better description of classes VOLUME 7, 2019 than existing attributes. Therefore, the attribute enhancement becomes more important than the feature enhancement in this case.
4) The accuracies of SAE and BAP are significantly higher than that of DAP on both datasets, which indicates that the multiple attribute classifiers learned synchronously through semantic autoencoder or broad learning enable to achieve a better attribute prediction.
5) Since EAF-BAP combines the advantages of enhanced attributes and enhanced features, and also adopts broad learning for attribute prediction, it provides the highest accuracy of zero-shot image classification on both datasets. 6) In terms of the runtime, the first three methods take relatively longer time. It is reasonable since DAP trains the classifier for each attribute separately, while SAE and BAP trains all the attribute classifiers synchronously. The SAE method takes the shortest time due to its model of simple and fast linear structure. The runtimes between EAF-BAP, RA-BAP, LA-BAP, EA-BAP, EF-BAP, and BAP are quite close, which indicates that both the attribute enhancement and feature enhancement appear with less time cost. Furthermore, the runtime of each model on the AwA dataset is obviously more than that on the Shoes dataset, which results from the prerequisite that the number of classes and attributes in the former dataset is significantly more than that in the latter dataset.
The zero-shot classification performance of proposed EAF-BAP, as well as another nine comparative models, is further evaluated by visualizing the confusion matrices on AwA and Shoes datasets, as demonstrated in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 . Each value on the main diagonal line of the confusion matrix represents the number of testing images classified correctly into each testing class, and darker color means more in number.
By comparing Fig. 6(j) with Figs. 6(a)-(i), it can be found that three classes (''pig'', ''raccoon'', and ''seal''), out of total ten testing classes, demonstrate the optimal classification on the AwA dataset when employing EAF-BAP. The differences between the number of remaining seven classes and their optimal classification results, achieved by other methods, are also not obvious. Similarly, a comparison of Fig. 7(j) and Figs. 7(a)-(i) indicates that EAF-BAP achieves sub-optimal classification in two classes (''athletic_shoes'' and ''boots'') out of total four testing classes on the Shoes dataset, and their differences with the optimal results are quite small. Above analyses show that the overall classification accuracy of EAF-BAP is the highest among all the ten zero-shot classification methods.
Above classification accuracy of each model can only reflect the ratio of testing samples classified correctly over the total. In order to further investigate the relationship between the specificity (true negative rate, TNR) and the sensitivity (true positive rate, TPR) of above ten models on AwA and Shoes datasets, the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve and the area under the ROC curve (AUC) are given in Figs. 8-9 . The x-axis of the ROC curve is the false positive rate (FPR) which is connected with the specificity by FPR=1-TNR, while the y-axis is the sensitivity. The ROC curve shall go as close to the upper left corner of the diagram in terms of good classification performance, and the corresponding AUC value is close to 1. Particularly, the AUC is equal to 0.5 when the model is simply a random guess.
As can be seen in Fig. 8 , the EAF-BAP achieves the maximum AUC value in four classes (''chimpanzee'', ''pig'', ''rat'', and ''seal'') among ten testing classes on the AwA dataset, while the AUC values of remaining six classes are quite close to their maximum values achieved by other models. At the same time, Fig. 9 indicates that the ''boots'' class on the Shoes dataset appear with the maximum AUC value when employing EAF-BAP, and the remaining three classes also show quite close AUC values compared to their maximum values achieved by other models. In addition, Fig. 8 shows that the EAF-BAP achieves a relatively larger number of classes on the AwA dataset with their AUC values larger than 0.5, specifically, eight testing classes (except ''giant+panda'' and ''persian+cat'') over total ten. As a comparison, the DAP only achieves seven classes on this dataset with their AUC values larger than 0.5. Analogously, it can be seen from Fig. 9 that the AUC values of three testing classes (''athletic_shoes'', ''boots'', and ''pumps'') on the Shoes dataset are larger than 0.5 when employing EAF-BAP, which is one of the largest among all models. The AAwAE only achieves two classes in this dataset with their AUC values larger than 0.5, and thus is the least one. These observations suggest that the proposed EAF-BAP enables to achieve an overall better classification for all testing classes on AwA and Shoes datasets. In particular, it achieves an AUC value of 0.97 in the ''athletic_shoes'' class of Shoes dataset that is very close to 1, which is far larger than that of 0.74 by DAP.
IV. CONCLUSION
The zero-shot image classification is an important research topic in the field of transfer learning, which requires correctly classify new objects that are not visible during the training phase. The attributes act as the bridge connecting the seen classes (training set) and unseen classes (testing set) for knowledge transfer, while the features are essential for describing the images at a low level. Therefore, a better representation of image attributes and features plays a key role to improve the classification performance. We proposed a zero-shot image classification method based on broad learning and elastic net constraint, i.e., EAF-BAP. The EAF-BAP enhances the pre-defined attributes by elastic net constraint to obtain the hybrid attributes at first, achieves the feature enhancement and attribute prediction by utilizing broad learning then, and finally realizes the image classification by calculating the Manhattan distance between predicted attributes and hybrid attributes in testing classes.
The main advantages of the proposed EAF-BAP are as follows: 1) the enhanced attributes overcome the finiteness of semantic attributes and improve the description ability of attribute space, meanwhile the automatic enhancement process is time-saving and totally labor free; 2) the enhanced features strengthen the discrimination of existing features; 3) the broad attribute predictors train multiple attribute classifiers synchronously; and 4) the Manhattan distance enables to calculate the actual distance between predicted attributes and hybrid attributes in each testing class. 
